
 

 

 

Battery safety training - 

virtual 

 

 Don`t wait for battery safety 

event to happens - Be 

prepared in advance 

  

Shmuel De-Leon Energy provide its lithium battery safety 1/2 day virtual 

training for companies  .Organization and individuals ת

 

Batteries become every day product on many devices and applications. 

Unfortunately we face daily safety events with injures and severe damages - 

On some cases the damage is huge and companies cant financially recover 

from that event. 

 

https://www.sdle.co.il/services/market-research-reports/


 

 

The training based on Shmuel De-Leon and other experience on battery 

safety for over 30 years of work in the field. 

The motivation behind the training is to provide training attendants with the 

knowledge needed to handle safely the batteries in their organization 

and to support reduction in safety events. 

 

The training program focuses on portable and stationary battery safety along 

battery cycle life (acceptance, testing, assembly, use,transportation and 

disposal). 

 

Training program includes: 

Battery Essentials 

Primary cells and battery packs 

Rechargeable cells and battery packs 

Battery safety hazards 

Battery safety Guidelines 

Battery safety equipment check list 

Battery pack safety design 

Battery safety disposal 

EV and Grid Storage battery safety  

 

* There is an option for a shorter 2 hours battery safety training - Contact us 

for an advicen: 

Shmuel De-Leon is Founder and CEO of Shmuel De-Leon Energy, Ltd. 

https://www.sdle.co.il/battery-trainings/battery-safety-in-house-training-and-safety-audit/


 

Shmuel is a leading international expert in the business of batteries. 

Prior to founding the company, Shmuel held for over 20 years various 

positions as a battery, engineering and 

quality control team manager. Shmuel holds BSc. in mechanical engineering 

from Tel-Aviv University and MBA in quality control and reliability 

engineering from the Technion Institute in Haifa as well as an Electronic 

Technician's diploma. 

 

Contact Shmuel De-Leon, shmuel@sdle.co.il for receiving more information. 

 

Shmuel De-Leon/CEO 

Shmuel De-Leon Energy, Ltd. 

Mazal Arie 10, Hod-Hasharon, Israel 4536045 

Tel/Fax: 972-77-5010792 

Mobile: 972-52-8601517 

E-Mail: shmuel@sdle.co.il 

Company web site: www.sdle.co.il 

Battery DataBase web site: www.batteriesdatabase.com 

Signup for our weekly battery newsletter 
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